Selection Notification No.: 2
M. Tech (Non-GATE) Programme of 2019

The candidates whose Roll No’s are mentioned below have been selected provisionally for admission to below mentioned M.Tech Programmes (Non-GATE candidates) offered at Main Campus, University of Kashmir and SSM College of Engineering, Parihaspora, Pattan purely on the basis of Entrance Test points obtained by them in the Entrance Test.

a) Main Campus, University of Kashmir
   • M. Tech. in Embedded Systems and Solutions (Dept. of Electronics and Instrumentation Technology)
   • M. Tech. in Computer Science (Dept. of Computer Science)

b) SSM College of Engineering, Parihaspora, Pattan
   • M.Tech in Mechanical Engineering;
   • M.Tech in Electronics & Communication Engineering;

The admission of the candidates is subject to:-
1. Production of all relevant original documents {Marks Card/s of qualifying examination, Reserved Category Certificate (if admitted under any Reserved Category), State Subject certificate, Character and Provisional certificates of the Institution last attended};
2. Fulfilling of minimum required eligibility conditions to be verified by the concerned Department;
3. Production of an affidavit sworn in before 1st Class Magistrate stating that:
   a. I am not on rolls of any Institution;
   b. All the submitted certificates/documents are genuine;
   c. I shall strictly adhere to the rules and regulations of the University in toto;
   d. I understand that in case of any misinformation or concealment of any information or indiscipline, my admission to the programme shall be cancelled and I shall be subjected to legal action;
   e. I submit this affidavit under free will without any pressure, compulsion, fraud or coercion.

The provisionally selected candidates shall download their Admission Forms from University website www.kashmiruniversity.net and approach, alongwith all the relevant original certificates and self attested Xerox copies of certificates/documents to the concerned Head/Principal of the Department/College for obtaining the authority slip for depositing the prescribed Fee reflected on the downloaded pay-in-slips from February 22, 2020 to February 29, 2020.

Please note that fee will be accepted by any FINACLE branch of J&K Bank only on production of authority slip from the concerned Director of the Campus. Any provisionally selected candidate failing to complete the admission formalities upto February 29, 2020 shall forfeit his/her right to admission.

a) M. Tech. in Embedded Systems and Solutions
   Roll No.: (Open Merit) 530070, 530023, 530122, 530056, 530042, 530013, 530231, 530203, 530043, 530018, 530008, 530207, 530060, 530020, 530208; (RBA) 530041; (WUP) 530178; (CDP) 530219; (SN) 530074;

b) M. Tech. in Computer Science
   Roll No.: (OM) 530632, 530633, 530660, 530666, 530651, 530608, 530655, 530642, 530643, 530675, 530721, 530711, 530620, 530687, 530681; (RBA) 530715; (WUP) 530726; (CDP) 530664; (SN) 530677;

c) M.Tech in Mechanical Engineering
   Roll No.: (OM) 530323, 530315, 530301, 530305, 530329, 530310, 530332, 530319, 530307, 530302, 530312, 530320, 530311, 530324, 530316, 530309, 530308, 530321;

d) M.Tech in Electronics & Communication Engineering
   Roll No.: (OM) 530404, 530488, 530434, 530420, 530442, 530445, 530414, 530459, 530489, 530428, 530439, 530432, 530406, 530471, 530449; (RBA) 530466; (WUP) 530472; (CDP) 530494;

Sd/-
Coordinator
(Directorate of Admissions & Competitive Examinations)
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